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HOW TO SELECT  
A VACUUM CLEANER?
Different kinds of vacuum cleaners and 
a countless number of models: which 
one to choose? The answer lies in user 
preferences, floor type, and size of the 
home. However, the best results and 
comfort are delivered when there are more 
appliances to help with what they are 
specialized in.

When it comes to thorough cleaning, SENCOR bag 
and bagless vacuum cleaners excel. SENCOR models 
of bag vacuum cleaners not only provide A-class 
qualities, but also ensure top hygienic manipulation. 
Their dust bag increases filtration levels and is easy 
to change without any direct contact with dirt, which 
together with HEPA filter highlights its suitability for 
allergy sufferers. SENCOR premium bag vacuum 
cleaners also offer extremely quiet operation, easy 
maintenance, and a generous range of accessories, 
some of which are kept in a handy storage area inside 
the vacuum cleaner body.

Multicyclone SENCOR bagless vacuum cleaners are 
ready to deliver the same power regardless how full 
their special dirt collection container is. It safely seals 
all the dirt particles without additional costs of dust 
bags and lets the user see what has been vacuumed.

Wet and dry vacuum cleaners are able to work both 
with or without water, which is highly practical when 
carpets and upholstery need a treatment.

Instant vacuuming in the kitchen, car cleaning, 
reaching spots under the furniture: all these situation 
call for SENCOR cordless vacuum cleaner. Their 
skills include hard floor and carpet vacuuming, wet 
mopping, and hand cleaning with a detachable 
unit for small and out-of-the-home jobs. Advanced 
technical features like a nozzle with LED light to help 
in dark places, HEPA cyclone filtration system, and 
self-standing function contribute to comfortable use 
and precise cleaning.

To enjoy the pleasure of entering a clean home, let 
a robotic vacuum cleaner do the everyday chores 
for you. Trouble-free vacuuming and even mopping 
are ensured by advanced navigation system and 
strong Li-ion batery. 
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All of our SENCOR vacuum cleaners come with guaranteed high efficiency, 
precise design, and industry health standards. The materials we use, the unique 
production processes, and patented technologies guarantee the high utility value of 
our products, and make them popular with customers all over the world.

Our devices are highly efficient despite their very low power consumption. The materials 
used and the combinations of functional features of our SENCOR vacuum cleaners 
guarantee economical but efficient operation without any compromises.

PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY

The first filter function in the unique Clean Air system 
is ensured by the multi-layer dust microfibre bags with 
antibacterial properties. The best filtration is effectively 
completed by the HEPA filter that captures even the smallest 
particles. SENCOR vacuum cleaners will ensure a healthy 
and safe household for both you and your children.

AIR FILTRATION

UNIQUE PROPERTIES  
OF SENCOR VACUUM CLEANERS

HOME CARE 2019

The motors feature high power, efficiency, 
and great quality. We completely trust 
our products, which is why we offer an 
ADDITIONAL 6-year warranty for higher 
models of our vacuum cleaners.

6-YEAR MOTOR WARRANTY

You will certainly appreciate the possibility to hoover 
your home at any time, without fear of waking 
small children or disturbing other members of the 
household. Our quietest models make this possible.

QUIET OPERATION

              Wet Mop

Cyclonic Filtratio
n Multi Cyclone

59

              Wet Mop

Cyclonic Filtratio
n Multi Cyclone

59
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ENERGY – Highest class of energy efficiency 

CARPET – Highest class of carpet cleaning 
performance

HARD FLOOR – Highest class of hard floor cleaning 
performance 

CLEAN AIR – Highest class of filtration efficiency

VACUUM CLEANERS
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BAG
VACUUM 
CLEANERS
With every new model of a classic bag vacuum cleaner, 
boundaries of what is possible are challenged. Advanced 
SENCOR appliances set new standards in efficiency, user 
comfort, noise level, and hygiene. They are the unrevealed  
for everyone, who desires  truly exceptional quality.
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GO FOR  
TRADITION,  

GO FOR  
PERFECTION

HOME CARE
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How is it that the popularity of the bag vacuum cleaners 
remains unchanged? To get the answer, a little glimpse 
of its innovative features and unrivaled qualities is 
enough.

These classic appliances by SENCOR come with eye-catching 
designs, concealing the powerful and efficient technical solution 
inside. The four A-rating ensures the highest efficiency in energy 
consumption, best carpet cleaning performance, flawless hard floor 
cleaning, and lowest dust re-emission.

Indulge both your health and comfort when it comes to the newest 
models of SENCOR bag vacuum cleaners: the advanced filtration 
system is highlighted by top HEPA H13 filters, which deliver 
hygienic results to please allergy sufferers, and with 59 dB(A) one 
of the most quiet performance on the market delights not only 
humans but pets too. SENCOR bag vacuum cleaners are pleasant 
to use, featuring rubber wheels for easy movement, XXL-long metal 
telescopic tube to fit anyone and reach any place, and the longest 
action radius on the market to free the user from repeated  
re-plugging. 

CLEANING EVERYTHING
GETTING ANYWHERE
Great action radius means great 
comfort. The bigger it is, the less 
re-plugging is needed, when 
moving the vacuum cleaner 
around the household. Selected 
SENCOR bag vacuum cleaners 
proudly provide impressive radius 
of 14 meters – the best on the 
market.

• 4AAAA ECO Power for excellent 
cleaning performance on any surface

• Superior silence technology for extra 
quietes vacuuming

• Complete care with accessories for 
the best results on any task around 
home-pets-car

• Clean Air HEPA H13 filters ensuring 
filtration suitable even for allergy 
sufferers

• Remote control for easy and 
ergonomic operation with power 
settings right by hand 

WHY CHOOSE 
SENCOR BAG 
VACUUM CLEANER?

BAG VACUUM 
CLEANERS

BAG
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Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 9300BK 4AAAA ECO POWER
This state-of-the-art bag vacuum cleaner delivers extra quiet cleaning 
with a noise level of only 59 dB(A). The appliance is able to take  
complete care of all household tasks, including pet and car care,  
while ensuring the highest class of energy efficiency and floor  
cleaning performance for both hard floors and carpets. 

Unrivaled filtration results are provided using Clean Air HEPA H13 filter, 
which is suitable even for allergy sufferers. Comfortable use comes 

with XXL extra lightweight ALU 
telescopic tube with adjustable 
operating height, horizontal and 
vertical parking for easy storing 
and breaks during vacuuming, or 
extra-long action radius (12 m).

A wide range of accessories will 
cope with the cleaning in any 
situation and place. 4 l synthetic 
dust bag improves filtration and 
the LED full dust bag indicator 
informs about dust disposal, 
which can be done in a highly 
hygienic way.

PRACTICAL ACCESSORY  
storage

LED DISPLAY

REMOTE CONTROL  
for easy and ergonomic operation
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PROPERTIES 
• SVC 9300BK 4A+AAA ECO POWER for 

excellent cleaning performance on any surface
• Superior Silence Technology 59 dB(A) for extra 

quiet vacuuming
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter ensures top filtration 

suitable for allergy sufferers
• Complete Care with accessories for best results 

on any task around home-pets-car
• Remote control for easy and ergonomic 

operation with power settings right by your hand
• 452 m2 coverage area for very few changes of 

electric outlet
• Extra long action radius 12 m (cord length 9 m)
• XXL Extra lightweight ALU telescopic tube for 

customizable ergonomic operating height
• 3x Horizontal and vertical parking for easy 

storing or breaks during vacuuming
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet 

movement
• Automatic cord winder
• Electronic power regulation with LED display
• LED full dust bag indicator

LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOZZLE  
The Extra Long Flexible Crevice Nozzle is extremely 
helpful in reaching everywhere inside the car, even 

those very difficult to get to places. 

ACCESSORIES
1. TURBO BRUSH   

2. MINI TURBO BRUSH   

3. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE   

4. CREVICE NOZZLE   

5. DUSTING BRUSH   

6. HARD FLOOR NOOZLE   

7. LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOOZLE

1
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4

7

59 452

Superior Silence

USE

BAG
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PROPERTIES
• SVC 9050BL 4AAAA ECO POWER for excellent cleaning performance  

on any surface
• Extreme Silence Technology 69 dB(A) for extra quiet vacuuming
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter and anti-odour active carbon filter
• Complete Care with accessories for best results on any task around home-pets-car
• Remote control for easy and ergonomic operation with power settings right by 

your hand
• 616 m2 coverage area for very few changes of electric outlet
• Extra long action radius 14 m (cord length 11 m)
• XXL metal telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic operating height
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet movement

Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 9050BL 4AAAA ECO POWER
The elegant design of this vacuum cleaner embraces 4AAAA ECO power 
for excellent cleaning performance on any surface. Its anti-odour active 
carbon filter and Clean Air HEPA H13 filter take care of fresh and hygienic 
result even in households with pets, while the remote control, which is  
always right by hand, makes using super easy. 
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USE

ACCESSORIES
1. LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOOZLE   

2. HARD FLOOR NOOZLE 

3. CREVICE NOZZLE 

4. DUSTING BRUSH  

5. ACCESSORY HOLDER 

6. MINI TURBO BRUSH   

7. TURBO BRUSH 

8. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE
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1

PROPERTIES
• SVC 9000BK 4AAAA ECO POWER for excellent cleaning performance  

on any surface
• Extreme Silence Technology 69 dB(A) for extra quiet vacuuming
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter ensures top filtration suitable for allergy sufferers
• Complete Care with accessories for best results on any task around  

home-pets-car
• 616 m2 coverage area for very few changes of electric outlet
• Extra long action radius 14 m (cord length 11 m)
• XXL metal telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic operating height
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet movement

ACCESSORIES
1. LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOOZLE   

2. HARD FLOOR NOOZLE 

3. CREVICE NOZZLE 

4. DUSTING BRUSH

5. ACCESSORY HOLDER   

6. MINI TURBO BRUSH   

7. TURBO BRUSH 

8. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE

USE
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Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 9000BK 4AAAA ECO POWER
A-class energy consumption of a motor covered by a 6-year warranty meets the 
highest cleaning efficiency on both hard floors and carpets, while the Extreme 
Silence Technology (69 dB) and soft wheels deliver a pleasant experience. 
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4
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PROPERTIES
• SVC 8505TI 4AAAA ECO POWER for excellent cleaning performance on any surface
• Extreme Silence Technology 70 dB(A) for extra quiet vacuuming
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter ensures top filtration suitable for allergy sufferers
• Complete Care with accessories for best results on any task around home-pets-car
• Accessories on board
• 380 m2 coverage area for very few changes of electric outlet
• Action radius 11 m (cord length 8 m)
• Metal telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic operating height
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet movement
• Horizontal and vertical parking for easy storing or breaks during vacuuming
• Automatic cord winder
• Electronic power regulation and LED full dust bag indicator

1
2 3

4

5

7

6

Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 8505TI 4AAAA ECO POWER
Complete care with the best results on any task around home, pets, 
and your car are within reach. 

Being AAAA-rated and featuring HEPA H13 filter it is a perfect choice even for all 
allergy sufferers. It is very comfortable to use thanks to its XXL metal telescopic 
tube with customizable height and accessories on board.

USE
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ACCESSORIES
1. LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOOZLE   

2. HARD FLOOR NOOZLE 

3. CREVICE NOZZLE 

4. DUSTING BRUSH   

5. TURBO BRUSH   

6. MINI TURBO BRUSH 

7. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE
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Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 8300TI 4AAAA ECO POWER
The best class in energy consumption, carpet cleaning performance, 
hard floor cleaning performance, and dust re-emission makes this 
vacuum cleaner a great choice. 

Top filtration is ensured by Clean Air HEPA H13 filter, which is able to deliver 
results at the standard required by allergy sufferers. Comfortable usage 
benefits from Extreme Silence Technology, giving the vacuum cleaner extra-
quiet performance of 68 dB, and adjustable height of the metal telescopic tube 
of generous XXL size. Despite its compact size, accessories are practically 
stored inside the vacuum cleaner body.

PROPERTIES
• SVC 8300TI 4AAAA ECO Power for excellent cleaning performance on any surface
• Extreme Silence Technology 68 dB(A) for extra quiet vacuuming
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter ensures top filtration suitable for allergy sufferers
• Accessories on board
• 380 m2 coverage area for fewer changes of electric outlet
• Action radius 11 m (cord length 8 m)
• XXL metal telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic operating height
• Horizontal and vertical parking for easy storing or breaks during vacuuming
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet movement
• Automatic cord winder
• Electronic power regulation
• Dust bag full indicator

USE

CARHOME PETS

CARHOME PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS

ACCESSORIES
1. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE

2. CREVICE NOZZLE

3. DUSTING BRUSH

4. LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOZZLE

68

1

3

4

2

BAG
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PROPERTIES 
• SVC 6920OR 4AAAA ECO Power for excellent cleaning performance on any surface
• Silence Technology 75 dB(A) for quiet vacuuming
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter ensures top filtration suitable for allergy sufferers
• Complete Care with accessories for best results on any task  

around home-pets-car
• XXL metal telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic  

operating height
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet movement
• Horizontal and vertical parking for easy storing  

or breaks during vacuuming
• 314 m2 coverage area for fewer changes  

of electric outlet
• Action radius 10 m (cord length 7 m)
• Automatic cord winder
• Electronic power regulation
• Dust bag full indicator

1

3

2

7
8

ACCESSORIES 
1. TURBO BRUSH

2. MINI TURBO BRUSH

3. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE

4. CREVICE NOZZLE 

5. BRUSH NOZZLE

6. UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE

7. LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOZZLE

8. HARD FLOOR NOZZLE

CARHOME PETS

CARHOME PETS

CAR
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CAR

HOME

PETS

Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 6920OR 4AAAA ECO POWER
Every place in a household or car is easy to clean thanks to an action 
radius of 10 m and an extra-long XXL metal telescopic tube, which 
can be adjusted to fit the hight of a user. The Complete Care range of 
accessories provides all necessary tools for precise cleaning around 
house, pets and car.

Outstanding performance is backed up by the highest rating in energy 
consumption, carpet cleaning performance, hard floor cleaning performance,  
and dust re-emission. HEPA H13 filter ensures uncompromised hygiene, 
delivering the results suitable for allergy sufferers too.

USE

4

5 6
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3x Accessories

Silence Technology

75 dB

HOME CARE
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1
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5

4 ACCESSORIES 
1. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE

2. CREVICE NOZZLE

3. UPHOLSTERY  NOZZLE

4. BRUSH NOZZLE 

5. LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOZZLE
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HOME
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Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 6900GR 4AAAA ECO POWER
Uncompromised hygiene comes with this vacuum cleaner, featuring  
HEPA H13 filter, washable inflow micro-filter, and 3 l synthetic dust  
bag for better filtration and hygienic dust disposal. Excellent A-class  
rating in energy consumption, carpet cleaning performance, hard floor  
cleaning performance, and dust re-emission confirms the outstanding  
qualities of the appliance.

Soft wheels move quietly and protect the floor from scratching, while the XXL metal 
telescopic tube any user thanks to its adjustable height. Silence Technology  
(75 dB) ensures a peaceful cleaning experience.

PROPERTIES
• SVC 6900GR 4AAAA ECO Power for excellent cleaning performance on any surface
• Silence Technology 75 dB(A) for quiet vacuuming
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter ensures top filtration suitable for allergy sufferers
• XXL metal telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic operating height
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet movement
• Horizontal and vertical parking for easy storing or breaks  

during vacuuming
• 314 m2 coverage area for fewer changes of electric outlet
• Action radius 10 m (cord length 7 m)
• Automatic cord winder
• Electronic power regulation
• Dust bag full indicator
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Silence Technology

75 dB

3x Accessories
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ACCESSORIES
1. UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE 

2. COMBINED CREVICE AND BRUSH  NOZZLE

3. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE

1

3

2
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Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 6001BK 3AAA
When it comes to practicalities, this vacuum cleaner is a right 
choice for those searching for good results and comfortable use. 

A-class rating in three categories - energy consumption, performance 
on hard floors, and dust re-emission - ensures effective cleaning, while 
HEPA E12 meets high hygiene standard. 

USE

PROPERTIES
• SVC 6001BK 3AAA for excellent cleaning performance
• Silence technology 78 dB(A) for quiet vacuuming
• HEPA E12 filter beneficial for allergy sufferers
• XXL metal telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic operating height
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet movement
• Horizontal and vertical parking for easy storing or breaks during vacuuming
• 314 m2 coverage area for fewer changes of electric outlet
• Action radius 10 m (cord length 7 m)
• Automatic cord winder
• Electronic power regulation
• Dust bag full indicator

CARHOME PETS

CARHOME PETS
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3 L POLYMER 
MICROFIBRE BAGS

With  50% longer lifetime 
vs paper bags

3l
78

HEPA E12

3AAA
SVK 6001BK

HOME CARE
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SVC 682VT SVC 684TQ
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Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 684TQ 3AAA

Both very good performance and great filtration are delivered  
by this vacuum cleaner, featuring a very efficient motor,  
washable inflow micro and outflow HEPA H13 filter for 
uncompromised results.

Universal floor nozzle with an extensible brush, slot nozzle, upholstery nozzle, 
and brush nozzle will easily cope with any household task.

USE

PROPERTIES
• SVC 684TQ 3AAA for excellent cleaning 

performance 
• Silence technology 75 dB(A) for quiet vacuuming
• HEPA H13 filter beneficial for allergy sufferers
• Metal telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic 

operating height
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet 

movement
• Horizontal and vertical parking for easy storing  

or breaks during vacuuming
• 314 m2 coverage area for fewer changes  

of electric outlet 
• Action radius 10 m (cord length 7 m)
• Automatic cord winder
• Full dust bag indicator

ACCESSORIES
1. CREVICE  NOZZLE 

2. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE  

 WITH AN EXTENSIBLE BRUSH

3. BRUSH NOZZLE

3AAA
SVK 684TQ

Silence Technology

75 dB

1

3
2

BAG
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Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 5501BK 3AAA

PROPERTIES
• SVC 5501BK 3AAA for excellent 

cleaning performance
• Silence technology 75 dB(A) for quiet 

vacuuming
• HEPA H13 filter beneficial for allergy 

sufferers
• Metal telescopic tube for customizable 

ergonomic operating height
• Soft wheels for floor protection and 

quiet movement
• Horizontal and vertical parking for easy 

storing or breaks during vacuuming
• 201 m2 coverage area for fewer 

changes of electric outlet
• Action radius 8 m (cord length 5 m)
• Automatic cord winder
• Full dust bag indicator

USE

ACCESSORIES
1. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE

2. COMBINED CREVICE AND BRUSH  

 NOZZLE ON BOARD

3. UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE

SVC 55OOWH SVC 5501BK

This compact vacuum cleaner is easy both to use and store: 
being light weight makes everything much simpler. 

Its HEPA H13 filter and washable inflow micro-filter ensure a hygienic 
standard suitable even for allergy sufferers, while the metal telescopic tube.

2l
201

Silence Technology

75 dB

3AAA
SVK 5501BK

2
x Accessories on B
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rd
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SVC 45BL SVC 45WSVC 45BK SVC 45GR

ACCESSORIES
COMBINED CREVICE AND BRUSH NOZZLE

Bag vacuum cleaner

SVC 45RD

PROPERTIES
• 850 W high-efficiency ECO motor
• Thermostat preventing the motor 

from overheating
• 5 level filtration system
• Hard floor cleaning performance 

class: A
• Noise level: 79 dB
• Plastic tube
• Thermostat preventing the motor 

from overheating 
• Weight: 3.6 kg

ULTRA COMPACT,  
light weight to carry, 

easy to store

ACCESSORIES  
on board

USE
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1,5l
1x

79

2
x Accessories on B
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Chores are super-easy with this compact, yet 
powerful vacuum cleaner. The weight of 3,6 kg makes 
it easy to handle and carry, while the high-efficiency 
850 W motor ensures thorough cleaning. 

The filtration system consists of five levels for great results  
and the thermostat prevents the motor from overheating.  
The rubber coated wheels give the appliance easy movement 
and protect floating floors.

BAG
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BAGLESS
VACUUM 
CLEANERS
Keeping the benefits of a classic vacuum cleaner while saving extra 
money paid for the dust bags: that is the idea behind these modern 
appliances, which feature A-rating performance underlined by 
HEPA filtration and quiet operation.

22
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SAVE MONEY, 
 GO BAGLESS   

HOME CARE
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Great cleaning results with no extra costs spent on bags? 
Yes with SENCOR bagless vacuum cleaners! Their dust 
containers are large enough to capture the dirt from the 
whole household and the see-though material lets you 
know of anything trapped inside. The finest dust, bigger 
particles, and even sharp items are safely sealed, being 
supported by the Clean Air HEPA H13 filter ensures top 
filtration suitable for allergy sufferers.

Moreover, no matter how full the dust container gets, the 
multicyclone system ensures full suction power without any 
sign of a loss. SENCOR premium bagless vacuum cleaners are 
proudly 4AAAA rated in energy consumption, carpet cleaning, 
hard floor cleaning performance, and dust re-emission to deliver 
uncompromised results, while the basic models deliver good 
value for reasonable price.

BAGLESS VACUUM  
CLEANERS

WHY CHOOSE
SENCOR BAGLESS 
VACUUM CLEANER?
• Multi cyclone technology with lasting 

performance without any loss of suction
• 4AAAA ECO Power for excellent 

cleaning performance on any surface
• Complete Care with accessories 

for best results on any task around 
home-pets-car

• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter for filtration 
suitable for allergy sufferers

• Lower running cost- no need to buy 
any bags

CYCLONE EFFECT

CYCLONE AND HEPA 
FILTRATION 
The bagless vacuum cleaner uses 
a cyclone effect, where centrifugal force 
separates tiny particles from lthe air. Most 
of the particles are kept in a container, 
while very few remaining tiniest particles 
are handled by the HEPA filter to ensure 
uncompromised hygiene.

SAVE MONEY, 
 GO BAGLESS   

BAGLESS
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Our most advanced baggless  
technology separates dust form  
the airflow in multiple small cyclones.    
The multiple filtration method ensures  
high and constant suction performance  
even when the dust container is full. 

Bagless vacuum cleaner

SVC 1080TI 4AAAA ECO POWER
Results delivered by this 4AAAA ECO Power bagless vacuum 
cleaner will satisfy even the most demanding users. The excellent 
cleaning performance on any surface and Complete Care system 
with all accessories needed to achieve impressive cleaning results 
around home, pet, and car make it an unbeatable choice.

The multi cyclone technology ensures lasting performance with no loss of 
suction, while the Clean Air HEPA H13 filter delivers filtration level suitable 
even for the allergy sufferers. Great user comfort comes with low noise level 
of 78 dB, generous coverage area of 314 m2, and XXL metal telescopic tube, 
which can be adjusted to fit any height.
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PROPERTIES
• SVC 1080TI 4AAAA ECO Power for excellent cleaning performance  

on any surface
• Complete Care with accessories for best results on any task around  

home, pets, and car
• Multi Cyclone Technology for lasting performance with no loss of suction
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter with top filtration suitable for allergy sufferers
• Low noise 78 dB(A) for quiet vacuuming
• 314 m2 coverage area for very few changes of electric outlet
• Action radius 10 m (cord length 7 m)
• XXL 3.5-litre dust container
• XXL metal telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic height
• Horizontal parking for easy storing or breaks during vacuuming
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet movement
• Automatic cord winder
• Electronic power regulation

Multi Cyclone System

HOME CARE
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LONG FLEXIBLE
CREVICE NOZZLE
Extra Long Flexible Crevice
Nozzle is extremely helpful  
to reach everywhere inside 
the car, even those very 
difficult to reach places.

TURBO BRUSH
The powerful turbine driven 
rotating brush is perfect for 
deep cleaning of carpets and 
rags and to easily remove hair, 
pet hair, fibres etc. Cleaning 
is quicker and more effective. 
Gentle brushing action increases 
vacuuming effect up to 25%.

ERGONOMY 
Easy to carry well positioned 
practical handle  is combined 
with top handle ensuring 
easy emptying of dust 
container.

HARD FLOOR 
NOZZLE
The nozzle ensures gentle, 
silent and perfect cleaning 
due to its 100% natural hair 
for gentle cleaning of all  
hard floors including wood,  
floating floors, tiles, linoleum
and marble.

MINI TURBO BRUSH
The Mini Turbo Brush is the 
best way to clean up pet hair 
and fluff as well as vacuuming 
hard to reach areas. Perfect 
nozzle to remove difficult 
fibres from car seats, 
upholstery, stairs, pillows  
and any textile surfaces. 

HEPA FILTER
High quality HEPA H13 filter 
absorbs the smallest dust  
and dirt particles to provide 
healthy environment.

USE
314

Multi Cyclone

78

1

3

6

2

5

4

ACCESSORIES  
1. TURBO BRUSH

2. MINI TURBO BRUSH COMBI FLOOR NOZZLE

3. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE WITH EXTENSIBLE BRUSH

4. CREVICE NOZZLE, DUSTING BRUSH

5. HARD FLOOR NOZZLE

6. LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOZZLE

BAGLESS
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PROPERTIES
• SVC 1086TQ 4AAAA ECO Power for excellent cleaning 

performance on any surface
• Multi cyclone technology – lasting performance with no loss  

of suction
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter ensures top filtration suitable for 

allergy sufferers
• Low noise 78 dB(A) for quiet vacuuming
• 314 m2 coverage area for very few changes of electric outlet
• Action radius 10 m (cord length 7 m)
• XXL 3.5-litre dust container
• XXL metal telescopic tube for customisable ergonomic 

operating height
• Horizontal parking for easy storage or breaks 

during vacuuming
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet 

movement
• Automatic cord winder
• Electronic power regulation

Bagless vacuum cleaner

SVC 1086TQ 4AAAA ECO POWER
Great bag-less option with impressive filtration: in this bagless vacuum 
cleaner the multi cyclone technology ensuring the stable suction 
power meets Clean Air HEPA H13 filter for the best results possible. 
Highest performance and quality is confirmed by A-grade rating in four 
categories: energy consumption, carpet cleaning, hard floor cleaning 
performance, and dust re-emission.

The noise level of 78 dB(A) ensures quiet vacuuming, while XXL metal telescopic 
tube and XXL 3.5-litre dust container are ready to cope with dust and dirt. Any 
place is within a reach thanks to 7m-long cord, delivering 314 m2 coverage area.

ENERGY

CLEAN
AIR

CARPET

ENERGY

HARD 
FLOOR

CLEAN
AIR

CARPET

HARD 
FLOOR

USE
314

Multi Cyclone

78

CARHOME PETS

CARHOME PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS

ACCESSORIES  
1. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE

2. LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOZZLE

3. CREVICE NOZZLE, DUSTING BRUSH

CARHOME PETS

CARHOME PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS

1

3

2
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Bagless vacuum cleaner

SVC 1030 
The new 3rd generation cyclone system perfectly separates  
dust from the air, capturing more particles at the 1st level of  
filtration, thereby saving the washable HEPA filter to last longer.  
The turbo nozzle with special mini-turbo-nozzle ensures perfect 
vacuuming of animal hair from upholstery, while the telescopic  
tube is ready to adjust its length as needed. 

The usage becomes highly comfortable thanks to smoothly moving rubber 
coated wheels, an action radius of 9 m reducing the need to re-plug the vacuum 
cleaner, and the full container indicator to show when emptying is to do.

PROPERTIES
• ECO Power Motor for efficient cleaning perforance
• 3rd generation cyclone system 
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter ensures top filtration suitable for allergy sufferers
• Low noise 76 dB(A) for quiet vacuuming
• 254 m2 coverage area for very few changes of electric outlet
• Action radius 9 m (cord length 6 m)
• XL 2,3-litre dust container
• Metal telescopic tube for customisable ergonomic operating height
• Horizontal parking for easy storage or breaks during vacuuming
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet movement
• Automatic cord winder
• Electronic power regulation

ACCESSORIES
1. MINI TURBO BRUSH

2. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE

3. UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE

4. BRUSH NOZZLE

5. TURBO BRUSH

USE

HIGH EFFICIENCY 
TURBINE
Easy Removes Cat 
& Dog Hair from 
Upholstery

1 3

2

5
4

25476

2,3 l

Cyclonic Filtratio
n
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When choosing this bagless vacuum cleaner, good results for 
reasonable price are to be expected. HEPA H13 filter provides 
perfect separation of dust from air, low noise level guarantees 
peaceful experience and 176 m2 coverage area reduces the 
need to change the electric outlet. 

The rubber coated wheels move quietly and smoothly, protecting the 
floating and other hard floors from getting scratched.

Bagless vacuum cleaner

SVC 730GR

ACCESSORIES
1. BRUSH AND UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE
2. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE
3. CREVICE NOZZLE

1
3

2

PROPERTIES
• ECO power motor for efficient cleaning performance
• Clean Air HEPA H13 filter ensures top filtration suitable for allergy 

sufferers
• Low noise 76 dB(A) for quiet vacuuming
• 176 m2 coverage area for very few changes of electric outlet
• Action radius 7,5 m (cord length 5 m)
• 1.5-litre dust container
• Metal telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic height
• Horizontal parking for easy storage or breaks during vacuuming

USE
17676

1,5 l

Cyclonic Filtratio
n

CARHOME PETS

CARHOME PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS
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Being extra compact and lightweight this vacuum cleaner is 
easy to move and work with. Despite its small size, it delivers 
good performance and low noise levels. 

The 1,5 l dust container is easy to empty and the vacuum cleaner itself is 
simple to store, which highlights the user comfort.

Bagless vacuum cleaner

SVC 510GR 

PROPERTIES
• ECO power motor for efficient cleaning 

performance
• EPA E10 Filter for better dust separation
• Low noise 76 dB(A) for quiet vacuuming
• 176 m2 coverage area for very few  

changes of electric outlet
• Action radius 7,5 m (cord length 5 m)
• 1.5-litre dust container
• Light weight 2pcs plastic tubes 
• Horizontal parking for easy storage or breaks 

during vacuuming
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet 

movement
• Automatic cord winder
• Electronic power regulation 

SVC 510GR SVC 512VTSVC 511TQ

ACCESSORIES
1. UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE

2. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE

3. CREVICE NOZZLE

4. BRUSH NOZZLE

USE
17676

1,5 l

Cyclonic Filtratio
n

CARHOME PETS

CARHOME PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS
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CORDLESS
VACUUM 
CLEANERS
Imagine a device that deliver great vacuuming and mopping results, 
letting you move freely as you wish and being light and easy to 
manoeuvre with no effort. Think of an appliance powerful enough to 
take care of the carpets and hard floors, having a battery so strong it 
lasts for a complete home or car cleaning. Picture an elegant product 
with outstanding manufacturing, you can proudly look at and use. Your 
dream coming true is called SENCOR cordless stick vacuum cleaner.

32
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BE FREE,
  BE CORDLESS
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Varied use, numerous surfaces, one product: SENCOR 
cordless stick vacuum cleaners were designed for great 
performance on carpets and different types of hard floors, 
not only vacuuming, but also mopping at one stroke. 

No matter how demanding the conditions are, SENCOR cordless stick 
vacuum cleaners deliver great results thanks to their highly powerful 
Li-Ion battery with a short charging and long running time. The rotary 
brush with an independent motor and a nozzle with LED lighting take 
care of the thorough cleaning: the brush collects dirt particles on both 
hard floors and carpets, while the LED lighting simplifies vacuuming of 
darker places. The advanced design of the cordless vacuum cleaner 
introduces a 180° radius swivel vacuum nozzle, which combined  
with the low weight and center of gravity enables excellent control 
and easy maneuverability.

Once the job is finished, a smart disassembly system and self-
standing function make maintenance and storage truly easy.

CORDLESS VACUUM  
CLEANERS

WHY CHOOSE
SENCOR CORDLESS 
STICK VACUUM 
CLEANER?
• Absolute freedom of movement with 

no power cord
• Varied use: hard floor and carpet 

cleaning, mop function, hand unit for 
small and out-of-the-home jobs

• Rotary brush with an independent 
motor and nozzle with LED lighting 
for thorough vacuuming 

• Excellent control and easy 
maneuverability around furniture 
thanks to a 180° radius swivel 
vacuum nozzle and the low weight of 
the vacuum cleaner

TRICKY PLACES
EASY SOLUTION 
SENCOR cordless stick vacuum cleaners 
know how to cope with the most complicated 
places to clean: under low furniture and beds. 
Their 180° radius swivel nozzle will easily slip 
into any tight space and its LED lighting will 
clearly show, what needs to be done.

CORDLESS
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PROPERTIES
• 3-in-1 cordless stick vacuum cleaner with wet mopping function and a removable 

hand unit
• Absolute freedom of movement with no power cord
• Long running time up to 85 minutes
• Vacuuming and mopping in one stroke
• Removable hand unit for comfortable furniture and car cleaning
• Rotary brush and nozzle with LED for thorough vacuuming even in darker places
• Ergonomic handle
• Excellent control and easy manoeuvrability around furniture thanks to a 180° 

radius swivel vacuum nozzle and the low weight of the vacuum cleaner
• Self-standing function for temporary placement and comfortable storage
• Very powerful 40,7 V Li-Ion battery with a short charging time (4–5 hours)
• HEPA cyclone filtration system for ultimate hygiene
• 2-speed operation: high power, extended vacuuming time
• Supplied accessories: crevice nozzle 

and dusting brush
• Bagless technology, dust container 

volume: 0,5 l
• Noise level: 75 dB
• Weight: 3 kg

Cordless stick vacuum cleaner

SVC 0741YL
Vacuum cleaning and wet mopping with absolute freedom of movement: 
that is SVC 0741YL cordless stick vacuum cleaner 3in1 with mop. This 
cordless stick vacuum cleaner with a mop and a removable hand unit is 
light, quiet and easy to control. The appliance offers a fast and easy solution 
for everyday vacuuming and mopping in one stroke of all types of hard 
floors. Moreover, its removable hand unit ensures comfortable cleaning of 
dirt and dust from furniture or car. 

Very powerful Li-Ion battery (2,200 mAh) has a short charging time of 4–5 hours 
and a long running time up to 85 minutes. Uncompromised hygiene is ensured by the 
HEPA cyclone filtration system. A rotary brush with an independent motor takes care 
of outstanding performance on any type of floor and improves the vacuuming of dirt 
from carpets. The finest dust even in dark corners gets seen and easily eliminated by 
a nozzle with LED lighting and a 180° radius swivel.

SVC 0740BL SVC 0741YL

              Wet Mop
2 in 1 Function

HOME CARE
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MOPPING 
Perfectly clean floor 
comes with mopping 
function! Wet treatment 
removes the finest 
particles and leaves the 
floor spotless.

HAND UNIT 
So much practical, when a 
small cleaning job around 
house or car is needed. 
The unit is smooth to 
detach, being instantly 
ready to help anywhere.

SELF-STANDING
Having a short break 
during chores has never 
been this simple. With the 
self-standing function the 
cordless vacuum cleaner is 
easy to place and store.

LED LIGHTING 
No dirt is any longer 
difficult to see thanks to 
LED lighting. Moreover, 
the nozzle gets under the 
furniture with unparalleled 
manoeuvrability.

1

2

3

ACCESSORIES
1. COMBINED CREVICE NOZZLE AND DUSTING BRUSH

2. MOPPING UNIT

3. MOPPING CLOTH

CORDLESS
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Absolute freedom of movement with no power cord is ensured by this 
4-in-1 cordless stick vacuum cleaner. As it is light, quiet and easy to 
control, everyday cleaning of all floor types becomes fast and easy. Its 
removable hand unit equiped with „Cat&Dog Mini“ motorized brush is 
an ultimate tool to pick up pet hair, deep clean upholstered furniture or 
thoroughly maintain car seats.

The appliance is powered by a 25,2 V Li-Ion battery with  
a short charging time (4–6 hours) and long running time (up to  
50 minutes). Excellent results come with the rotary brush with 
an independent motor, while the nozzle with LED lighting easily 
exposes even the finest dust, making the vacuuming of darker 
places more thorough.

Bagless technology features 0,5 l dust container volume, which 
is easy to remove and empty thanks to the simple disassembly 
system.

Cordless stick vacuum cleaner

SVC 0625AT

PROPERTIES
• 4-in-1 cordless stick vacuum cleaner with a removable hand unit
• Absolute freedom of movement with no power cord
• Long running time up to 50 minutes
• Removable hand unit with cat&dog rotary brush driven by an 

independent motor
• Nozzle with LED lighting for thorough cleaning even in darker 

places
• Ergonomic handle
• Excellent control and easy manoeuvrability around furniture 

thanks to a 180° radius swivel vacuum nozzle and the low 
weight of the vacuum cleaner

• Self-standing function for temporary placement  
and comfortable storage

• Very powerful 25,2 V Li-Ion battery with a short  
charging time (4–6 hours)

• HEPA cyclone filtration system for ultimate hygiene
• 2-speed operation: high power, extended vacuuming time
• Supplied accessories: crevice nozzle and dusting brush
• Bagless technology, dust container volume: 0,5 l
• Noise level: 78 dB
• Weight: 2.4 kg

MOPPING
Mopping unit with a cloth 
remove the tiniest pieces 
of dust and leave the floor 
sparkling clean.

LED LIGHTING 
Discover every dirt 
particle thanks to LED 
lighting in the nozzle to 
clean any complicated 
place in the household.

 HAND UNIT WITH 
MOTOR BRUSH
Detachable hand Unit 
together with cat&dog 
mini brush is ultimate 
tool to pick up pet hair or 
deep clean upholstered 
furniture or car seats.

              Wet Mop
2 in 1 Function

HOME CARE
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Cordless stick vacuum cleaner

SVC 8936TI

PROPERTIES
• Cordless stick vacuum cleaner with wet mopping function
• Absolute freedom of movement with no power cord
• Long running time up to 60 minutes
• Vacuuming and mopping in one stroke
• Rotary brush and nozzle with LED for thorough vacuuming 

even in darker places
• Ergonomic handle
• Excellent control and easy manoeuvrability around 

furniture thanks to a 180° radius swivel vacuum nozzle 
and the low weight of the vacuum cleaner

• Self-standing function for temporary placement and 
comfortable storage

• Very powerful 36 V Li-Ion battery with a good charging 
time (4–5 hours)

• HEPA cyclone filtration system for ultimate hygiene
• 2-speed operation: high power, extended vacuuming time
• Supplied accessories: crevice nozzle and dusting brush
• Bagless technology, dust container volume: 1 l
• Noise level: 78 dB
• Weight: 2.7 kg

MOPPING
Perfectly clean floor 
comes with mopping 
function! Wet treatment 
removes the finest 
particles and leaves the 
floor spotless.

ROTARY BRUSH
Rotary brush with an 
independent motor 
ensures outstanding 
results on any type of 
floor and improves the 
vacuuming of dirt from 
carpets.

LED LIGHTING 
No dirt is any longer 
difficult to see thanks to 
LED lighting. Moreover, 
the nozzle gets under the 
furniture with unparalleled 
manoeuvrability.

ACCESSORIES
1. 5X MOPPING CLOTH

2. MOPPING UNIT

3. WALL BRACKET

This light, quiet and easy to control vacuum cleaner offers a fast 
and easy solution to everyday cleaning of all surfaces including wet 
mopping of hard floors. 

The freedom of movement is unlimited, there is no power cord to slow the 
process down, and the 180° radius swivel vacuum nozzle with the low weight 
of the vacuum cleaner contribute to excellent control and maneuverability 
around the furniture. Very powerful 36 V Li-Ion battery is fast 
to charge (4–5 hours), delivering long running time of up to  
60 minutes. A rotary brush with an independent motor ensures  
outstanding results on any type of floor and improves the 
vacuuming of dirt from carpets. The nozzle with LED lighting easily 
exposes even the finest dust and simplifies vacuuming in 
darker places. The practical aspects have been well considered 
too: the self-standing function makes temporary placement 
very simple and storage highly comfortable.

1

2

3

              Wet Mop
2 in 1 Function
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PROPERTIES
• 2-in-1 cordless stick vacuum cleaner with a detachable hand unit
• Absolute freedom of movement with no power cord
• Long running time up to 55 minutes
• Sophisticated motorized brush with Easy Clean function
• Removable hand unit for comfortable furniture and car cleaning
• Rotary brush and nozzle with LED for thorough vacuuming even in 

darker places
• Ergo Clean folding handle
• Excellent control and easy manoeuvrability around furniture  

thanks to a 180° radius swivel vacuum nozzle and the low  
weight of the vacuum cleaner

• Self-standing function for temporary placement and comfortable 
storage

• Powerful 25,2 V Li-Ion battery with a short charging time (4–6 hours)
• HEPA cyclone filtration system for ultimate hygiene
• 2-speed operation: high power, extended vacuuming time
• Supplied accessories: crevice nozzle and dusting brush
• Bagless technology, dust container volume: 0,5 l
• Noise level: 78 dB
• Weight: 3 kg

Cordless stick vacuum cleaner

SVC 8825TI
Unique Ergo Clean folding handle lets this cordless stick vacuum cleaner slide easily into 
the complicated places, such as under the furniture or beds. The excellent control and easy 
manoeuvrability is highlighted by its 180° radius swivel vacuum nozzle and low weight. 

It also features a detachable hand unit for comfortable removal of dirt from furniture or car. The 
appliance is powered by strong removable 25,2 V Li-Ion battery with a short charging time (4–6 hours) 
and long running time (up to 55 minutes). The rotary brush with an independent motor ensures 
outstanding results on any type of floor and improves the vacuuming of dirt from carpets.

The Sophisticated Brush Easy Clean function keeps the brush always clean and free of entwined hairs 
or fibres: once the cordless stick vacuum cleaner is placed in the charging station, the unwanted hair is 
cut and after turning on also vacuumed into a dust container.

BRUSH EASY CLEAN 
This system keeps the brush  
always clean and free of  
entwined hairs or fibers. Once 
the cordless vacuum cleaner  
is placed in the charging station  
and activated, the unwanted  
hair is cut and vacuumed  
into a dust container.

EASY REACH 
With Ergo Clean foldable 
handle no place is 
difficult to reach. It 
changes its position to fit 
under the furniture just 
as you need.

ACCESSORIES
1. CREVICE NOZZLE

2. DUSTING BRUSH

3. CHARGING BASE
1

3

2

              Wet Mop
2 in 1 Function
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PROPERTIES
• 2-in-1 cordless stick vacuum cleaner
• Absolute freedom of movement with no power cord
• Long running time up to 50 minutes
• Removable hand unit for comfortable furniture or car cleaning
• Rotary brush and nozzle with LED for thorough vacuuming even in darker places
• Ergonomic handle
• Excellent control and easy manoeuvrability around furniture thanks to a 180°  

radius swivel vacuum nozzle and the low weight of the vacuum cleaner
• Self-standing function for temporary placement and comfortable storage
• Very powerful 21,6 V Li-Ion battery with charging time 4-6 hours 
• HEPA cyclone filtration system for ultimate hygiene
• 2-speed operation: high power, extended vacuuming time
• Accessories included: crevice nozzle and dusting brush
• Bagless technology, dust container volume: 0,5 l
• Noise level: 78 dB
• Weight: 2.4 kg

Cordless stick vacuum cleaner

SVC 8621TI
No matter if used at home or for car cleaning, this 2-in-1 cordless stick vacuum cleaner  
with detachable hand unit will deliver great results. The rotary brush is powered by  
an independent motor, which improves vacuuming and ensures perfect performance  
on any type of hard floor. 

A nozzle with LED lighting is very helpful in dark spaces to reveal all dust particles. Interrupting the work 
is no problem with the self-standing function. 180° radius swivel vacuum nozzle and the low weight give 
the vacuum cleaner excellent control and easy maneuverability under and around the furniture. The 
ergonomic handle contributes to overall comfort during the cleaning. The cordless stick vacuum cleaner 
operates at two speeds: power option is suitable for intensive cleaning, while the other one extends the 
vacuuming time. 

EASY CLEAN 
Cyclonic HEPA filtration 
system is essential for 
efficient dust separation. 
This advanced bagless 
technology also offers 
easy dust container 
emptying and filter 
cleaning.

DETACHABLE 
UNIT 
The hand unit takes 
care of any small 
and fast cleaning, 
no matter if inside or 
outside the house.

ACCESSORIES
1. CREVICE NOZZLE

2. DUSTING BRUSH

3. CHARGING BASE

1

3

2

              Wet Mop
2 in 1 Function
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PROPERTIES:
• Cordless stick vacuum cleaner 2in1 with a removable hand unit
• Absolute freedom of movement with no power cord
• Long running time up to 45 minutes
• Removable hand unit for comfortable furniture and car cleaning
• Rotary brush and nozzle with LED for thorough vacuuming even in darker places
• Ergonomic handle
• Excellent control and easy manoeuvrability around furniture thanks to a 180°  

radius swivel vacuum nozzle and the low weight of the vacuum cleaner
• Self-standing function for temporary placement and comfortable storage
• Powerful 18 V Li-Ion battery with a short charging time (4–6 hours)
• HEPA cyclone filtration system
• 2-speed operation: high power, extended vacuuming time
• Accessories included: crevice nozzle and dusting brush
• Bagless technology, dust container volume: 0,5 l
• Noise level: 78 dB
• Weight: 2.3 kg

Cordless stick vacuum cleaner

SVC 8618GD
When it comes to practicality, this 2in1 cordless vacuum cleaner is a great choice 
for sure. The removable hand unit makes furniture and car cleaning very easy, 
nozzle with LED lighting helps to take care of the darker places, and 180° radius 
swivel vacuum nozzle provides unrivaled maneuverability around furniture.

The rotary brush with an independent motor ensures outstanding results on any hard floor 
and improved cleaning of carpets. Chores can be easily interrupted if needed: the self-
standing function enables both temporary placement and comfortable storage.

The vacuum cleaner has its powerful 18 V Li-Ion battery charged in just 4–6 hours, giving  
the appliance up to 45 minutes of running time.

LED LIGHTING 
Discover any dirt 
particle thanks to 
LED lighting in the 
nozzle to clean any 
complicated place of 
the household.

180° SWIVEL 
180°  swivel 
vacuum nozzle 
provides unrivalled 
manoeuvrability 
under and around 
furniture.

1

2

3

              Wet Mop
2 in 1 Function

ACCESSORIES
1. CREVICE NOZZLE

2. DUSTING BRUSH

3. CHARGING BASE
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PROPERTIES
• Vacuums both dry and wet dirt
• Charging station with adapter (wall-mount option)
• Washable permanent filter
• Power input 45 W
• Noise level 80 dB
• LED charge indicator
• Up to 15 minutes of vacuuming per single charge

Cordless handheld vacuum cleaner

SVC 190W
This handheld vacuum cleaner with running time up to 15 minutes 
will deliver great results in both dry and wet dirt cleaning. Its 
attachments will easily cope with problematic places and situations: 
brush nozzle will remove hair, while the crevice nozzle will sneak 
into tight places.

 If something gets spilled, wet vacuuming attachment is here to help. When 
the LED indicator informs of charging needed,  simply place the handheld 
vacuum cleaner into a charging station to be ready for its next task.

SVC 190B SVC 190RSVC 190W

ACCESSORIES
1. BRUSH NOZZLE

2. CREVICE NOZZLE

3. ATTACHMENT FOR WET VACUUMING

1
2

3
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WET&DRY 
VACUUM 
CLEANERS
SENCOR multifunctional wet&dry vacuum cleaners are 
like no other: they vacuum floors of various surfaces, 
wash carpets and upholstery, and even clean the 
windows. All this with top filtration to ensure results 
suitable even for allergy sufferers.

44
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CLEAN IT, WASH IT, 

LOVE IT!
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WET&DRY VACUUM  
CLEANERS
SENCOR multifunctional wet&dry vacuum cleaners are 
ready to make everyone’s life easier. Carefully designed 
and precisely manufactured, these unique household 
helpers can vacuum and wash hard floors, carpets, and 
upholstery, remove liquids from the surface, and even 
clean windows! Moreover, all necessary accessories are 
included, so you can take care of all your chores at no 
extra cost.

The powerful motor powers efficient dual filtration system, which 
combines the effect of the cyclone and water filtration in a single 
tank. Allergy sufferers will be pleased by a washable HEPA E12 
filter ensuring top filtration suitable even for their health condition. 

The generous length of the power cord and XXL extra lightweight 
ALU telescopic tube, which can be ergonomically adjusted to 
fit the height of any user, make every place easy to reach and 
thoroughly clean. Comfortable use is supported by horizontal 
parking for easy storage or breaks during vacuuming, while 
the soft wheels protect the floor from scratching and make the 
movement as quiet as possible.

WHY CHOOSE
SENCOR WET&DRY 
VACUUM CLEANER?
• Complete Care + Wet&Dry for best 

results on any task around home, 
pets, and car

• Vacuums and washes hard floors, 
carpets, and upholstery, removes 
liquids from the surface, and even 
cleans windows

• Powerful motor with a 6-year warranty
• Dual filtration system combining 

the effect of the cyclone and water 
filtration

• Washable HEPA E12 filter ensuring 
top filtration

• All necessary accessories included
• Impressive action radius and 

coverage area

AMPHIBIAN VACUUM CLEANER WHEN WATER HELPS
Besides perfect dry vacuuming results, 
these vacuum cleaners will wet-clean the 
floor, wash the upholstery or even wipe the 
windows with no effort!

WET&DRY
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ACCESSORIES
1. UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE
2. UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE
3. CREVICE NOZZLE
4. DUSTING BRUSH
5. WET CLEAN FLOOR NOZZLE

Wet&Dry vacuum cleaner

SVC 3001
No matter whether the dirt is dry or wet, coarse or fine, Wet&Dry 
SENCOR vacuum cleaners will remove any dirt. 

Thanks to the extra-large capacity of the 30-litre container, they can easily 
handle larger amounts of water as well. They are ideal for your car, garage, 
cellar, workshop, for renovations, and everything around your house.

PROPERTIES
• 1400 W Power
• 5-step filtration system with washable microfilter
• Aluminium telescopic tube
• Suction power 250 W
• Washable inflow microfilter
• Washable outflow microfilter
• Soft Start function (does not overload the 

el. grid during motor start-up)
• Rubber coated wheels for easier handling 

and protection of floating floors
• 5-step filtration system
• 1 docking position for the floor nozzle
• Action radius 7.5 m (cord length 5 m)
• Universal Floor Nozzle with an Extensible 

Brush
• Special nozzle for vacuuming water
• Accessories on board
• Volume of dust bag: 7.5 l
• Volume of container for wet vacuuming: 16 l
• Capacity of the container: 30 l
• Noise level: < 77 dB

WET&DRY



DUAL SYSTEM 
CYCLONE & WATER 
FILTRATION
Combination of the cyclone 
and water filtration together in 
one tank. The primary cyclone is 
separates large dust from the air, 
and fine dust is separated  
by water filter in the tank.  
The washable HEPA E12 filter 
ensures top filtration suitable for 
allergy sufferers.

PROPERTIES
• Complete Wet&Dry care for home, car, and pets with all accessories included
• Dual filtration system combining the power of the cyclone and water filtration in 

a single tank
• Power edition uses 1 600 W for excellent cleaning performance on any surface
• Washable clean air HEPA E12 filter to ensure top filtration even for the allergy 

sufferers
• XXL extra lightweight ALU telescopic tube for customizable ergonomic  

operating height
• 6 years motor warranty
• Horizontal parking for easy storage or breaks during vacuuming
• Soft wheels for floor protection and quiet movement
• Universal floor nozzle with extensible brush 
• Action radius 9 m (cord length 6 m) and 254 m2 coverage area  

for fewer changes of electric outlet 
• Electronic power regulation with LED display
• Noise level 90 dB(A) 

SVC 5000BL SVC 5001YL

As its name promises, this multifunctional wet&dry vacuum cleaner is ready to 
help wherever needed. Being able to vacuum and wash hard floors, carpets, and 
upholstery, remove liquids from the surface, and even clean windows, means this 
appliance will soon become indispensable in any household.

Its strong motor with a 6-year warranty provides extra power of 1 600 W, 
which can be electronically regulated and supervised on an LED display. 
Dual filtration system combines the power of the cyclone and water 
filtration in a single tank, being supported by a washable clean air HEPA 
E12 filter to ensure top filtration suitable even for allergy sufferers.

The generous power cord with an automatic winder creates a great 
action radius of 9 meters and 254 m2 coverage area, which means faster 
and more convenient cleaning thanks to limited re-plugging. XXL extra 
lightweight ALU telescopic tube can be ergonomically customized and 
horizontal parking makes storage and breaks during vacuuming much 
easier. Maximum comfort and care are  also represented by soft wheels for 
floor protection and quiet movement.

Wet&Dry vacuum cleaner

SVC 5000BL

CARHOME PETS

CARHOME PETS

CAR

HOME

PETS

CAR

HOME
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ACCESSORIES

WET CLEAN 
UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE
This nozzle is perfect for thorough and 
deep cleaning of upholstery. Using 
cleaning solution via integrated spray 
nozzle is quickly and thoroughly 
removing stains and dirt traces. Spraying, 
cleaning and vacuuming in one go.

TURBO BRUSH
The powerful turbine driven rotating 
brush is perfect for deep cleaning of 
carpets and rags and to easily remove 
hair, pet hair, fibers etc. Cleaning is 
quicker and more effective. Gentle 
brushing action increases vacuuming 
effect up to 25%.

WET CLEAN FLOOR-
CARPET NOZZLE
The spray extraction carpet nozzle is
perfect for thorough and deep cleaning
of carpets. Using the cleaning solution 
via the integrated spray nozzle quickly 
and thoroughly removes stains and dirt
traces. Spray, clean and vacuum in
one go.

HARD FLOOR NOZZLE
The nozzle ensures gentle, silent and 
perfect cleaning due to its 100% natural 
hair for gentle cleaning of all hard floors  
including wood, floating floors,  
tiles, linoleum and marble.

THE WET CLEAN FLOOR  
& WINDOW NOZZLE
Hard floor attachment to wet floor 
nozzle is perfect solution for wet 
cleaning and moping of sealed hard 
floors or windows. Cleaning solution 
sprayed to floors of windows via 
integrated spray nozzle is quickly 
and thoroughly removing stains and 
dirt traces. Spraying, wiping and 
vacuuming in one go.

LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE 
NOZZLE
Extra Long Flexible Crevice Nozzle is 
extremely helpful to reach everywhere 
inside the car, even those very difficult 
to reach places.

1. WET CLEAN FLOOR AND WINDOW NOZZLE

1a. HARD FLOOR ATTACHMENT

1b. SQUEEGEE INSERT

1c. MOPPING INSERT WITH PAD

2. WATER PICK UP NOZZLE

3. LONG FLEXIBLE CREVICE NOZZLE

4. COMBI FLOOR NOZZLE

5. UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE

6. HARD FLOOR NOZZLE 

7. WET CLEAN  UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE

8. CREVICE NOZZLE

9. DUSTING BRUSH

10. TURBO BRUSH

1a

1c

2

3
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6
1

1b
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UNIVERSAL FLOOR NOZZLE 
Universal nozzle that is highly 
effective on carpets and hard 
floors. Simple to set up for both 
types of floors and large wheels for 
easier handling.

HARD FLOOR NOZZLE 
The nozzle ensures gentle, silent 
and perfect cleaning due to its  
100 % natural hair for gentle 
cleaning of all hard floors including 
wood, floating floors, tiles, linoleum 
and marble.

TURBO BRUSH 
The powerful turbine driven 
rotating brush is perfect for deep 
cleaning of carpets and rags and to 
easily remove hair, pet hair, fibers 
etc. Cleaning is quicker and more 
effective. Gentle brushing action 
increases vacuuming effect up to 
25 %.

MINI TURBO BRUSH 
The Mini Turbo Brush is the best 
way to clean up pet hair and 
fluff as well as vacuuming hard-
toreach areas. Perfect noozle to 
remove difficult fibers from car 
seats, upholstery, stairs, pillows 
and any textile surfaces. 

LONG FLEXIBLE  
CREVICE NOZZLE 
The Extra Long Flexible Crevice 
Nozzle is extremely helpful to 
reach everywhere inside the car, 
even those very difficult to reach 
places.

CREVICE NOZZLE 
The crevice nozzle simplifies 
vacuuming in hard-to-reach 
locations, corners or crevices. 

ACCESSORIES

DUSTING BRUSH 
Dusting brush for comfortable 
removal of dust from your 
furniture, books, or picture frames. 

UPHOLSTERY NOZZLE 
Small nozzle with a lint-catching 
fabric strip perfect for picking 
up pet hairs or dust from sofas, 
cushions, mattresses or car seats.

WET CLEAN FLOOR NOZZLE 
Wet nozzle for Wet&Dry cleaners 
suitable for vacuuming water or 
liquids from the floor or wet hard 
floor cleaning.    

HOME CARE
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ACCESSORIES USE

              Wet Mop

Cyclonic Filtratio
n Multi Cyclone

59

Performance based 
on energy label (from 

A to 4AAAA as top 
performance)

Universal Floor Nozzle

Crevice nozzle

Volume of synthetic  
dust bag 

2in1 function - stick with 
detachable hend held  

cleaner

Filtration level  
(from EPA E10 to HEPA 

H13 as top mark)

XXL Metal telescopic  
tube with extended  

length

Upholstery nozzle

Volume of dust  
container

Bagless cyclonic 
technology

Noise level (69 dBA  
is the most silent)

Stainless steel  
telescopic tube 

Dusting Brush

Advanced bagless 
cyclonic technology

Coverage area in m2 
without plug change 

2 Parking positions   
(vertical and horizontal 

parking for the floor 
nozzle)

Small Accessories 
Placement on Holder

Parking position  
for nozzle

Action Radius  
in metres

Soft wheels for floor 
protection

Small Accessories 
Integrated on Board

Advanced Multi Cyclone 
Technology

VACUUM CLEANERS

CORDLESS VACUUM CLEANERS

VACUUM CLEANERS



ROBOTIC 
VACUUM 
CLEANERS
A robot taking care of a perfectly clean floor? No just sci-fi, but 
a daily routine for SENCOR robotic vacuum cleaners, delivering 
uncompromised vacuuming and flawless mopping. Modern 
technologies meet precise manufacturing resulting in long-life 
automatic vacuum cleaners, which are able to handle daily chores 
with no effort from the owner.
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LET 
THE ROBOT  

VACUUM  
AND MOP, LET 

YOURSELF 
LIVE!

HOME CARE



SENCOR robotic vacuum cleaners were carefully 
designed to deliver thorough vacuuming and careful 
mopping. With a set of special central and side brushes, 
this useful helper will travel every part of the space to 
make it ultimately clean, regardless of the surface. Perfect 
results are guaranteed on carpets (up to 2 cm high), 
floating floors, parquet floors, linoleum, floor tiles and 
others. The user can choose among pre-set programs to 
suit their cleaning needs the best.

State-of-the-art technologies, including laser gyroscope navigation, 
ensure accurate orientation in space. Timing is fully adjustable, 
SENCOR robotic vacuum cleaners can be set to start their work on 
any selected day, hour, and minute with frequency as defined by 
the user: only one day or multiple days in the week, working days or 
weekends only. The powerful battery allows the appliance to operate 
up to 120 minutes per single charge. Moreover, BLDC motor is quiet 
enough to be comfortably used even in households with pets and its 
construction secures long-life durability. The device can be controlled 
via a WiFi mobile phone application or remote control. 

ROBOTIC VACUUM  
CLEANERS

WHY CHOOSE
SENCOR ROBOTIC 
VACUUM CLEANER?
•  Vacuuming and mopping functions 
• State-of-the-art laser gyroscope 

navigation
• Ideal for carpets, floating floors, 

parquet floors, linoleum, floor tiles, etc. 
• Advanced orientation in space and 

anti-impact sensors 
• Very quiet operation suitable for 

household pets 
• BLDC motor for long lifetime 
• Up to 120 minutes of work per single 

charge 
• Controlled by WiFi mobile phone 

application or a remote control

EFFORTLESS MOPPINGSPARKLING CLEAN FLOOR 
SENCOR robotic vacuum cleaners do more 
than vacuuming. Being equipped with a tank 
and cloth, they are ready to mop and deliver 
sparkling clean floor surface. Everything 
needed is included, the customer can set the 
robot to mop instantly with no need to get 
accessories for extra money. 

ROBOTIC
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Both laser and gyroscope 
ensure perfect orientation in 
space, making the cleaning 

faster and more precise.

Mopping function ticks off 
another chore of your to-do 

list, leaving the floor spotless 
and sparkling.

Control the robotic vacuum 
cleaner with a simple touch of 
the screen: the mobile app will 
clearly offer all setting possible.

Robotic vacuum cleaner

SRV 9250BK
Advanced technologies used in this robotic vacuum 
cleaner guarantee the carpets, floating floors, parquet 
floors, linoleum, and floor tiles will be vacuumed and 
mopped with uncompromising results. 

Its active space mapping and Sencor Nav. 15.0 guidance 
systems deliver precise orientation in space. The accuracy 
of the guidance system is ensured by VSLAM laser, 
gyroscope, infrared sensors, step-detection and other 
sensors. The bumper bar sensor detects obstacles, while the 
stair sensor enables worry-free use in multi-floor buildings, 
and a sensor for accurate navigation ensures an automatic 
return to the docking station.

Thorough cleaning is a must, and therefore the powerful 
central vacuum cleaner with a combination rotary brush 
is supported by rotary side brushes for perfect cleaning in 
corners.

As the robotic vacuum cleaner features a wet mopping 
option, the water tank and mopping cloth are included to be 
ready to do the chores instantly, with no need to buy extra 
accessories. Water flow is controlled by an electric pump 
with 3 different water power intensities to be set and the 
ZigZag program takes care of flawless floor cleaning. 

The cleaning starts automatically on a set day, hour, and 
minute with frequency as defined by the user: only one day 
or multiple days in the week, working days or weekends 
only. The device is controlled using a WiFi mobile phone 
application or a separate remote control.

LASER AND GYROSCOPIC 
NAVIGATION

ACTIVE MOP  
FUNCTION

MOBILE APP REMOTE 
OPERATION

PROPERTIES
• Vacuuming and mopping functions
• A powerful central vacuum cleaner with 

a combination rotary brush and rotary side 
brushes

• Water tank and mopping cloth included
• 3 water power intensities and ZigZag program 

for thorough mopping
• Controlled by WiFi mobile phone application or  

a separate remote control
• Variable timer setting to suit the user’s needs
• Infrared anti-impact front sensor to detect any 

obstacle
• Very quiet operation suitable for household pets
• Long lifetime BLDC motor with a quiet operation 

(under 60 dB)
• Advanced Sencor Nav. 15.0 guidance system
• Up to 120 minute cleaning time per single 

charge 

HOME CARE



MAGNETIC 
WALL 
Easy to define a no-go 
section with a magnetic 
tape, preventing the 
vacuum cleaner from 
entering unwanted 
places.

ACCESSORIES
1. REMOTE CONTROL   

2. SIDE BRUSHES 

3. MAGNETIC TAPE

4. CLEANING SET   

5. POWER ADAPTER   

6. HEPA FILTER

7. MOP FABRIC

8. CHARGING STATION

9. DUST CONTAINER

10. ROTARY BRUSH

11. 2IN1 MOP UNIT

HEPA 
FILTER 
High quality HEPA 
filter absorbs the 
smallest dust and 
dirt particles to 
provide healthy 
environment.

STAIR 
SENSOR 
Enables worry-free use 
in multi-floor buildings, 
preventing the vacuum 
cleaner from falling 
down the stairs.

CHARGING 
After up to 120 
minutes of work 
the robotic vacuum 
cleaner automatically 
returns to the 
charging station.

GUIDANCE 
SYSTEM
Sencor Nav. 15.0 
guidance system 
delivers precise 
orientation in space with 
unbeatable accuracy.

CONTROL 
Be in control with  
a WiFi mobile phone 
application or  
a remote control.

LASER 
NAVIGATION 
Laser navigation 
optimises the route 
to avoid obstacles 
and clean the area 
with the most efficient 
movement.

MOPPING 
Both dry and wet 
mopping ensure the top 
cleaning results: dry 
mopping removes the 
tiniest particles and wet 
one copes with stains.

ROBOTIC
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Robotic vacuum cleaner

SRV 8250BK

• Operating time of up to 120 minutes per single charge
• Controlled by remote control and WiFi mobile phone 

application
• Charging station with a wall or furniture mount option 
• Automatic return to the charging station program is 

completed or battery gets low 
• Overcomes a door sill up to 1.5 cm high

• A status indicator light on the vacuum cleaner body 
(standby mode, charging, fully charged)

• 2 dust containers: for dry vacuuming (475 ml of dust) 
and mopping (240 ml for dust & 230 ml water tank)

• Battery: 2,600 mAh, Li-ion (fully charged after approx. 
5 hours)

• Noise level: <60 dB

No falling down the stairs thanks 
to stair sensor. Enjoy the worry-

free use even in multi-floor 
buildings.

When simple vacuuming is not 
enough, dry and wet mopping will 

upgrade the results!

The mobile app will clearly offer 
all setting possible: a simple touch 
of the screen is enough to control 

this robotic vacuum cleaner.

CAMERA-ASSISTED 
GYROSCOPIC NAVIGATION

ACTIVE MOP  
FUNCTION

MOBILE APP REMOTE 
OPERATION

PROPERTIES

A wide range of sensors ensures 
the precise performance of 
this robotic vacuum cleaner 
with mopping function, 
detecting the obstacles 
to avoid, preventing it 
from falling down the 
stair and driving it to the 
docking station safely. 

Sencor Nav. 13 guidance 
system uses an optical 
camera, gyroscope, infrared 
sensors, and step-detection and 
other obstacle sensors altogether 
with an active space mapping system 
to deliver unparalleled orientation.

Timing of both vacuuming and mopping 
can be set to suit any user, combining 

four programs (along the wall, 
spot, random, linear) to clean 

the maximum area of floating 
floors, carpets, parquet floors, 
linoleum, floor tiles, and 
other surfaces. 

The very quiet BLDC motor, 
which is suitable for household 
pets, powers central vacuum 

cleaner and combination 
rotary brush and rotary side 

brushes for perfect cleaning in 
the corners. As the water tank  
and mopping cloth are included,  
no extra expenses are required.

HOME CARE



The gyroscope navigation with active 
mapping delivers accurate orientation 

in space, making the cleaning 
shorter and more thorough.

Mopping function ticks off another 
chore of your to-do list, leaving 
the floor spotless and sparkling.

Control the robotic vacuum 
cleaner with a simple touch of the 
screen: the mobile app will clearly 

offer all setting possible.

GYROSCOPE NAVIGATION 
WITH ACTIVE MAPPING

ACTIVE MOP  
FUNCTION

MOBILE APP REMOTE 
OPERATION

Robotic vacuum cleaner

SRV 6250BK

• Controlled by remote control and WiFi mobile phone 
application

• GYRO MAPPING function for precise orientation in space
• 6 preset cleaning regimes
• Very quiet operation suitable for household pets (<60 dB)
• BLDC motor for long lifetime
• Automatic return to the docking station after cleaning or 

when battery goes low
• Variable time and frequency settings (automatic start of 

cleaning on a set day, hour and minute)

• Operating time of up to 120 minutes per single 
charge

• Overcomes a door sill up to 1.5 cm high
• Warning messages on the remote control display 

and status indicator light on the vacuum cleaner 
body (stand-by mode, charging, fully charged)

• 2 dust containers: for dry vacuuming (475 ml of dust) 
and mopping (240 ml for dust & 230 ml water tank)

• Li-ion battery (2,600 mAh) fully charged in approx. 
5 hours

Having a floor vacuumed and mopped 
without any effort? Yes with this 
powerful central vacuum 
cleaner with combination 
rotary and side brushes. 

The appliance features 
a mop function, which uses 
seven different water power 
intensities controlled by 
an electric pump to deliver 
outstanding results. Water 
tank and mopping cloth 
are included, thus no other 
accessories need to be bought 
and mopping can start straight 
away.

The Sencor nav. 9.0 guidance system confidently 
navigates the robotic vacuum cleaner 

on carpets, floating floors, parquet 
floors, linoleum, floor tiles, etc. 

even in multi-floor buildings. 
Guidance and orientation 

in space is enabled by 
a gyroscope, infrared 
sensors, step-detection and 
other obstacle sensors.

Four programs are designed 
to cover maximum area: there 

is along the wall cleaning, spot 
for targeted cleaning of 2 m2 

area, random movement in all 
directions and linear - ZigZag 
drive for the best performance. 

PROPERTIES

ROBOTIC
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Robotic vacuum cleaner

SRV 4250SL

• Suitable for carpets, floating floors, 
parquet floors, linoleum, floor tiles, etc 

• Infrared anti-impact front sensor
• Very quiet operation suitable for 

household pets
• BLDC motor for long lifetime
• Two rotary brush system with side 

brushes for perfect cleaning in the 
corners

• Wet mopping option with water flow 
controlled by an electric pump

• Variable time and frequency settings 
• Running time up to 120 minutes per 

single charge
• Automatic shut-off if the wheels 

become blocked
• Overcomes a door sill that is up to  

1.5 cm in height
• 2 dust containers: for dry vacuuming 

(475 ml of dust) and mopping (240 ml 
for dust & 230 ml water tank)

• Li-ion battery (2,600 mAh) fully 
charged in approx. 5 hours

Combining four different programs, this robotic vacuum 
cleaner delivers outstanding results on carpets, floating 
floors, parquet floors, linoleum, floor tiles, etc. The first 
one is based on a movement along the walls, while 
the spot program is ideal for thorough cleaning of an 
especially soiled area of 2 m2. Movement in numerous 
directions is ensured by random option and linear way 
of cleaning is driven by the ZigZag option. The device is 
ready to mop the floor instantly because the water tank 
and mopping cloth are included.  

PROPERTIES

Cleaning gets faster 
and more precise with 
the perfect orientation 
in space provided by 
gyroscope navigation.

The robotic vacuum 
cleaner uses an electric 
pump to control the 
water flow.

To control and set the 
robotic vacuum cleaner  
a handy app can be 
used.

GYROSCOPE 
NAVIGATION

ACTIVE MOP  
FUNCTION

MOBILE APP 
REMOTE 
OPERATION

A wide range of sensors ensure precise 
orientation in space, preventing the vacuum 
cleaner from hitting an obstacle or falling 
down the stair, and also confidently driving 
the robotic vacuum cleaner back to its 
docking station once the program is finished 
or battery gets low.  The user is always aware 
of the status thanks to the indicator light on 
the vacuum cleaner body, informing if on 
stand-by mode, charging, or fully charged. 
There is also an automatic service monitoring 
showing the warning messages on a remote 
control display.

HOME CARE



Robotic vacuum cleaner

SRV 2230TI
This powerful central vacuum cleaner is ideal for carpet 
and hard floor vacuuming (floating and parquet floors, 
linoleum, floor tiles, etc.) and also for wet mopping. 
Thanks to its very quiet operation the robotic vacuum 
cleaner is suitable for households with pets too.

Thorough cleaning is ensured by rotary central and side 
brushes, which are able to deliver outstanding performance 
even in the corners. As the water tank and cloth are included, 
the appliance is ready to mop with no additional expense on 
accessories. Timing and frequency of automatic cleaning can 
be set to suit the owner’s needs: day, hour, and minute can be 
selected, with an option to operate only one day or several days 
a week, during working days or weekends only. 

PROPERTIES 
• Suitable for carpets, floating floors, parquet floors, linoleum, floor tiles, etc 
• Infrared anti-impact front sensor, bumper bar a sensor for obstacle detection, stair sensor and sensor for 

accurate navigation to the docking station
• Very quiet operation (noise level <60 dB) suitable for household pets
• Vacuuming and mopping of numerous surfaces 
• Four programs for cleaning maximum area: (Along the Wall, Spot, Random, and ZigZag
• Running time of up to 90 minutes per single charge
• Automatic return to the charging station after cleaning or when the battery gets low
• Automatic shut-off if the wheels become blocked
• Warning messages on the remote control display and status indicator light on the vacuum cleaner body 

(standby mode, charging, fully charged)
• Volume of dust container: 500 ml
• Li-ion battery (2,600 mAh) fully charged in approx. 5 hours

Only five hours are needed to 
fully charge this premium Li-Ion 

battery, which powers the device 
for up to 90 minutes of work.

The robotic vacuum cleaner 
detects obstacles and stairs to 
provide a trouble-free cleaning.

When water tank and cloth are 
attached, the robotic vacuum 

cleaner provides both vacuuming 
and mopping.

PREMIUM LI-ION  
AKKU

BASIC NAVIGATION PASSIVE MOP  
FUNCTION

ROBOTIC
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Robotic vacuum cleaner

SRV 1000SL

PROPERTIES
• Infrared anti-impact front sensor 
• Mopping cloth included
• Li-Ion battery (1 500 mAh) fully charged in 

approx. 3 hours
• Suitable for carpets, floating floors, parquet 

floors, linoleum, floor tiles, etc 
•  Very quiet operation (65 dB) suitable for 

household pets 
• Overcomes a door sills up to 1 cm in height 

(without the duster attached) 
• Status and weak battery indicator light on the 

vacuum cleaner body 
• Volume of dust container: 200 ml 

A great option for cleaning laminated and wooden floating floors, parquet floors, 
linoleum, floor tiles, etc. Its anti-impact front sensor and very quiet operation ensure 
comfortable use, while two rotating side brushes deliver perfect performance in corners. 

The robotic vacuum cleaner features mop function with a special antistatic duster, which is included, 
and therefore no extra spending is necessary. 

Operation is as easy and practical as it gets: the appliance has a very simple single-button control 
and rubber wheels for smooth movement. Intelligent sensors protects the device falling down the 
stairs too.

Highly considerate of any 
obstacles, the anti-impact sensor 

orders the vacuum cleaner to 
change its route in time.

Attaching a cloth upgrades the 
cleaning to a new level. The floor gets 
not only vacuumed, but also mopped, 

removing even the finest dust.

Up to eighty minutes of cleaning 
are ensured by a powerful 

battery, which also fast to charge 
(in just 3 hours).

ANTI-IMPACT FRONT 
SENSOR

MOPPING CLOTH 1500 MAH LI-ION  
BATTERY

HOME CARE
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MODEL
SVC 9300BK 
4AAAA ECO 

POWER

SVC 9050BL 
4AAAA ECO 

POWER

SVC 9000BK 
4AAAA ECO 

POWER

SVC 8505TI 
4AAAA ECO 

POWER

SVC 8300TI 
4AAAA ECO 

POWER

PARAMETERS

Color

Technology bagged bagged bagged bagged bagged

Sound power level 59 dB 69 dB 69 dB 70 dB 68 dB

Action radius / cord length 12 m / 9 m 14 m / 11 m 14 m / 11 m 11 m / 8 m 11 m / 8 m

Capacity of dust container – – – – –

Capacity of bag 4 l 4 l 4 l 3 l 3 l

Capacity of container for wet vacuuming – – – – –

Input Power 600 W 700 W 700 W 700 W 800 W

Dimension (widht x depht x height) 540 x 332 x 255 493 x 341 x 242 493 x 341 x 242 460 x 306 x 240 470 × 315 × 240  

FEATURES

High Efficiency motor (ECO motor) yes yes yes yes yes

Cyclone filter – – – – –

Inflow microfilter 1x 1x 1x 1x 1x

Outflow microfilter HEPA H13 HEPA H13 HEPA H13 HEPA H13 HEPA H13

Special Filter – AntiOdour – – –

Telescopic tube XXL XXL XXL XXL XXL

Tube material metal metal metal metal metal

Soft wheels yes yes yes yes yes

Automatic cord winding yes yes yes yes yes

Full dust container indicator yes yes yes yes yes

Electronically controled suction power yes yes yes yes yes

Remote control of suction power in the handle yes yes – – –

Parking position 3 2 2 2 2

SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES

Accessory Placement Integrated Holder Holder Integrated Integrated

Spare bag yes yes yes yes yes

Turbo-nozzle yes yes yes yes –

Mini-turbo nozzle for upholestery yes yes yes yes –

Hard floor nozzle yes yes yes yes –

Dusting Brush yes yes yes yes yes

Long Flexible Crevice nozzle yes yes yes yes yes

Crevice nozzle yes yes yes yes yes

Upholestery Nozzle yes yes yes yes yes

Combined crevice and brush nozzle – – – – –

BAG  
VACUUM CLEANERS
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SVC 6920OR 
4AAAA ECO 

POWER

SVC 6900GR 
4AAAA ECO 

POWER
SVC 6001BK 3AAA SVC 684TQ 3AAA 

SVC 682VT 3AAA
SVC 5500WH 3AAA 
SVC 5501BK 3AAA

SVC 45RD, SVC 45W, 
SVC 45BK, SVC 45BL, 

SVC 45GR

      

bagged bagged bagged bagged bagged bagged

75 dB 75 dB 78 dB 75 dB 75 dB 79 dB

10 m / 7 m 10 m / 7 m 10 m / 7 m 10 m / 7 m 8 m / 5 m 7,5 m / 5 m

– – – – – –

3 l 3 l 3 l 3 l 2 l 1,5 l

– – – – – –

750 W 750 W 700 W 750 W 700 W 850 W

390 x 315 x 215 390 x 315 x 215 430 x 280 x 240 390 x 315 x 215 350 × 268 × 228 345 x 255 x 210

yes yes yes yes yes yes

– – – – – –

1x 1x 1x 1x 1x 1x

HEPA H13 HEPA H13 EPA E12 HEPA H13 HEPA H13 1x

– – – – – –

XXL XXL XXL XXL – –

metal metal metal metal metal plastic

yes yes yes yes yes yes

yes yes yes yes yes yes

yes yes yes yes yes yes

yes yes yes yes yes no

– – – – – –

2 2 2 2 2 1

Holder Holder - Holder Integrated Integrated

yes yes yes yes yes yes

yes – – – – –

yes – – – – –

yes – – – – –

yes yes – yes – –

yes yes – – – –

yes yes – yes – –

yes yes – yes yes –

– – yes – yes yes

VACUUM CLEANERS
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MODEL SVC 1080TI SVC 1086TQ SVC 103O SVC 730GR
SVC 510GR 
SVC 511TQ 
SVC 512VT

PARAMETERS

Color   

Technology bagless bagless bagless bagless bagless

Sound power level 78 dB 78 dB 76 dB 76 dB 76 dB

Action radius / cord length 10 m / 7 m 10 m / 7 m 9 m / 6 m 7,5 m / 5 m 7,5 m / 5 m

Capacity of dust container 3,5 l 3,5 l 2,3 l 1,5 l 1,5 l

Capacity of bag - - - - -

Capacity of container for wet vacuuming - - - - -

Input Power 700 W 700 W 700 W 800 W 890 W

Dimension (widht x depht x height) 460 x 275 x 330 460 x 275 x 330 400 x 293 x 225 410 x 280 x 260 410 x 280 x 260

FEATURES

High Efficiency motor (ECO motor) yes yes yes yes yes

Cyclone filter yes yes yes yes yes

Inflow microfilter HEPA H13 HEPA H13 HEPA H13 EPA E11 EPA E10

Outflow microfilter 1x 1x 2x 1x 1x

Special Filter – – – – –

Telescopic tube yes yes yes yes yes

Tube material stainless steel stainless steel stainless steel stainless steel stainless steel

Soft wheels yes yes yes yes yes

Automatic cord winding yes yes yes yes yes

Full dust container indicator - - - - -

Electronically controled suction power yes yes yes yes yes

Remote control of suction power in the handle - - - - -

Parking position 2 2 2 2 2

SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES

Accessory Placement - - Holder Holder -

Spare bag - - - - -

Turbo-nozzle yes - - - -

Mini-turbo nozzle for upholestery yes - - - -

Hard floor nozzle yes - - - -

Dusting Brush yes yes yes yes yes

Long Flexible Crevice nozzle yes yes - - -

Crevice nozzle - - - - -

Upholestery Nozzle - - - - -

Combined crevice and brush nozzle yes yes yes yes yes

BAGLESS  
VACUUM CLEANERS
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MODEL SVC 3001 SVC 5000BL 
SVC 5001YL

PARAMETERS

Color  

Technology wet&dry multi wet&dry

Energy efficiency class - -

Carpet cleaning performance class - -

Hard floor cleaning performance class - -

Dust re-emission class - -

Sound power level < 77 dB < 90 dB

Action radius / cord length 7,5 m / 5 m 9 m / 6 m

Capacity of dust container - 1,6 l

Capacity of bag 7,5 l -

Capacity of container for wet vacuuming 16 l 1,6 l

Input Power 1 400 W 1 600 W

Dimension (widht x depht x height) 374 x 425 x 490 485 x 350 x 300

FEATURES

High Efficiency motor (ECO motor) - -

Cyclone filter - yes

Inflow microfilter 1x 1x

Outflow microfilter 1x EPA E12

Special Filter - -

Telescopic tube yes XXL light

Tube material aluminium aluminium

Soft wheels yes yes

Automatic cord winding yes yes

Full dust container indicator - yes

Electronically controled suction power yes yes

Remote control of suction power in the handle - -

Parking position 1 1

SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES

Accessory Placement - -

Spare bag yes -

Turbo-nozzle - yes

Mini-turbo nozzle for upholestery - -

Hard floor nozzle - yes

Dusting Brush yes yes

Crevice nozzle yes yes

Upholestery Nozzle yes yes

Combined crevice and brush nozzle - -

Water vacuuming nozzle yes yes

Wet clean floor and window nozzle - yes

Wet clean upholstery nozzle - yes

WET&DRY 
VACUUM CLEANERS

VACUUM CLEANERS
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MODEL SVC 0740BL 
SVC0741YL SVC 0625AT SVC 8936TI SVC 8825TI SVC 8621TI SVC 8618GD

PARAMETERS

Color  
Construction 3 in 1 with Mop 4 in 1 with Mop 1 in 1 with Mop 2 in 1 2 in 1 2 in 1

Type of charging AKU AKU AKU AKU AKU AKU

Battery Li-Ion Li-Ion Li-Ion Li-Ion Li-Ion Li-Ion

Capacity 2200 mAh 2000 mAh 2150 mAh 2000 mAh 2000 mAh 2000 mAh

Voltage 40,7 V 25,2 V 36 V 25,2 V 21,6 V 18 V

Operating time 85 min 50 min 60 min 55 min 50 min 45 min

Power regulation yes yes yes yes yes yes

Container capacity 0,5 l 0,5 l 1,0 l 0,5 l 0,5 l 0,5 l

Motorized Floor Brush yes yes yes yes yes yes

Hand Unit Motor Brush - yes - - - -

LED lights yes yes yes yes yes yes

Mop water tank yes yes yes - - -

Mop Cloths Included 5 5 5 - - -

CORDLESS  
VACUUM  
CLEANERS

HOME CARE
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MODEL SRV 9250BK SRV 8250BK SRV 6250BK SRV 4250SL SRV 2230TI SRV 1000SL

PARAMETERS

Color

Navigation Vsam + Gyro Camera + Gyro Gyroscope Basic Basic -

Mapping yes yes yes yes - -

Motor BLDC BLDC BLDC BLDC DC DC

Battery Li-on Li-on Li-on Li-on Li-on Li-on

Mopping Active mop Active mop Active mop Active mop Passive mop Antistatic cloth

Remote control yes yes yes yes yes -

Mobile app yes yes yes yes no no

Max. coverage area Unlimited Unlimited 130 m2 130 m2 130 m2 80 m2

Charging station yes yes yes yes yes -

Planned start yes yes yes yes yes -

Automatic return to 
charging station yes yes yes yes yes -

MODEL
SVC 190R 
SVC 190B 
SVC 190W

PARAMETERS

Color   

Construction HandHeld

Type of Charging AKU

Battery Ni-MH 

Voltage 7,2 V

Operating Time 15 min

Wet cleaning yes

Container capacity 0,5 l

Washable output filter yes

CORDLESS 
HANDHELD 
VACUUM CLEANERS

ROBOTICS 
VACUUM 
CLEANERS

VACUUM CLEANERS
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